
SAS Health II - Explanations

1) Muscles

Cross grain movement         Elongating movement                Shortening movement
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⬇ ⬆

2) Joints

Tapping Unjamming
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3) Spine
Nudging vertebrae Occipital Bone

Atlanto-Occipital Joint
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Realigning the Sacrum

Nutation/Counternutation

Great article on yoga poses causing the issues:
https://sequencewiz.org/2014/02/20/too-many-asymmetrical-poses-can-create-sacroiliac-joint-is
sues/
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Torqued or Twisted Pelvis

Great article:
https://www.lower-back-pain-answers.com/twisted-pelvis.html
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One hip higher than the other one

Image Source: https://balancedptmi.com/5-things-know-about-uneven-hips-and-pelvic-tilts/
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Important Questions to ask

Preliminary work:
- Check that the Client is 100% open to receiving clearing, activation,

guidance, and healing AND 0% closed to receiving clearing,
activation, guidance, and healing

- Also use another way to ask by checking what percentage is the
Client being resistant to or refusing, or blocking clearing, activation,
guidance, and healing

(This means using the charts in SAS Level 1 and especially removing any
guilt, shame, self-punishment, self-limitation, self-destruction, sabotage,
etc.)

1. What is the origin of this issue in this Present Life?
a. Research the age when the issue happened
b. Find the discordant emotions, energies related to the issue
c. Find the area(s) where these energies are trapped
d. Ask Spirit/God/Universe your Higher Self and your client’s

Higher Self to be shown the link between the physical body and
the emotion,  mental, or spiritual temporary blockage

e. Coach your client around this link
f. Clear the discordant emotions and energies
g. Realign the body if needed
h. Activate positive potential
i. Apply additional healing if needed
j. Release the issue to Spirit/God/Universe to be fully healed

2. Can we find a root cause of this issue in Past Life*?
* It could be a Life in Another Dimension, or a Parallel Dimension, etc.

a. If Spirit/God/Universe, your Higher Self, and your client’s Higher
Self say that it is needed, then research the root cause using
what you learned in SAS Level 1

b. Clear the energies, Past Life, soul programs, patterns, etc.
c. Activate positive potential
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d. Ask if more healing is needed and offer it
e. Release the issue to Spirit/God/Universe to be fully healed

3. Is Meditation or any other assignment needed to promote
healing?

a. If Spirit/God/Universe, your Higher Self, and your client’s Higher
Self say that it is needed, ask to be shown the type of exercise
needed

b. You can choose from the list that will be created during your
training

How to end your session:

Finish by brushing the body to do a final clearing and healing of the body
(including the etheric body.)
Then, close the session using what you learned in SAS Level 1.
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